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Summary
"Big data" is one of today's hottest concepts, but it can be misleading. The name itself
suggests mountains of data, but that’s just the start. Overall, data can be ‘big’ for three
reasons – often referred to as the three V's: volume of data, velocity of processing the data,
and variability of data sources. If any of these key features are present, then big-data tools
are necessary, often combined with high network bandwidth and massive compute systems.
Researchers working with genomics in life sciences (biomedicine, agri-food science etc) are
producing big bio-data, mainly by the application of Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) to
give answer to important biological issues. NGS technologies are revolutionizing genome
research. In order to deal with big bio-data, current approaches in Life Science research
favor the use of established workflows facilitating the first steps in data analysis.
This Training Workshop will focus on the particular needs of the researchers active in the
field of NGS data analysis, but so far have limited or no experience with the use of big data
tools and large compute systems.

Description
The workshop will use compute resources from EGI, a publicly funded infrastructure that
offers compute and storage resources and services for researchers in academia and industry.
The workshop will consist of two parts; initially there are going to be presentations from key
applications and workflows currently established in the EGI ecosystem that cater to the
particular needs of NGS analysis. This first part will give the participants an in-depth idea of
the state-of-the-art in this field, and prepare them for the second part, the hands-on
exercises. The exercises will be carefully selected both in terms of generality (i.e. applicable
to a wide range of NGS data and analyses such as quality control, filtering and trimming of
reads, assembly, annotation and differential expression), as well as time constraints (i.e.
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small enough to conclude within the context of the session). The scope of these exercises
will address issues such as input and reference data management, use of established
analysis tools in a Cloud infrastructure, and tools for retrieving and further analyzing the
produced output.
All exercises will be performed on the Chipster platform (http://chipster.csc.fi/) using cloud
resources from the EGI Federated Cloud infrastructure. The process of accessing cloud
resources and launching Chipster will be briefly addressed in the context of this tutorial.
However, there is a dedicated tutorial on "Running Chipster data analysis platform in EGI
Federated Cloud" before this session so interested participants are encouraged to attend
both tutorials.

Impact
Researchers active in NGS are currently few in number, as compared with the number of life
scientists. However, the rise of NGS data across all Life Science domains leads to an
increasing demand of both trained personnel and novel tools and approaches. With this in
mind, the goal of this workshop is to attract life science researchers from different fields in
life sciences who are (a) actively using NGS data analysis workflows in their research, and (b)
have limited experience in employing large scale computer systems or specifically EGI
resources.

Timetable
Time Slot
13:30 - 13:40
13:40 - 13:50
13:50 - 14:00
14:00 - 14:10
14:10 - 14:20
14:20 - 14:30
14:30 - 15:00

Subject
Part 1: NGS Data Analysis in EGI (40')

Description

Quick Introduction to EGI resources
NGS Analysis workflows
Data Replication
Cloud Applications
Discussion / Wrap-up

Part 2: Hand-on training (80')

Exercise #1: Connect to a Cloud VM
Exercise #2: Select ref data and
replicate / Upload test input NGS
data
Exercise #3: Execute workflow
Exercise #4: Post-workflow analysis

15:00 - 15:30
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Chipster VM
Human ENCODE data (located in
Chipster VM)
quality control with FastQC
trimming with PRINSEQ
alignment with TopHat
counting with HTSeq
PCA plotting of counts
differential expression with edgeR
and DESeq2

Additional Information - Requirements
The exercises of the NGS Analysis Training Workshop will be solved using the
Chipster platform. The computational resources required will be provided by the EGI
Federated Cloud Infrastructure.
The participants will be required to have a laptop (any OS with Java installed) which
will be used to access the EGI training resources through SSH (for the launch of the
VM) and the Java interface (for the exercises).
A list of all tutorials available at the EGI Community Forum can be found here.
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